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The Catacombs of Ukraine: Ancient Odessa Tunnel System for Kidnappers and Organ
Traffickers

https://greatawakening.win/p/142BALoSUy/ukraine%E2%80%93home-to-the-worlds-larg/c/

photos of the tunnels: https://www.amusingplanet.com/2016/10/the-catacombs-of-odessa.html

video tour: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UW9qH6iaAmI

Incredible. 2,500 km of tunnel! The longest expedition was just 40 km. There is no way
smugglers would not still be using those tunnels. It's "forbidden" to map them.

Those tunnels are a huge security risk, yet the government (local and country) just looks the
other way

Odessa is a port city. Look at where it is on a map:

https://www.worldatlas.com/maps/ukraine

A gigantic set of tunnels right next to a port city. That's a smugglers wet dream. No one would
ever see what you're bringing in and out. You can't tell me the authorities wouldn't be aware of
how easy it would be for smugglers to take full advantage of that tunnel system.

Smuggling tunnels are a well known problem:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smuggling_tunnel

It's even bigger BS that they say the 700 mile one in Ukraine was only used to smuggle
"cigarettes". Yeah right. That's not the main good they go underground for and anyone with a
brain knows it.

If you look at the demographics of Ukraine it's crazy how fast the population has been dropping
there for decades. They claim it's out-migration or it's a low birth rate, but Ukraine's low birth
rate doesn't make sense when the women start having kids so young. Yet somehow all the kids
keep disappearing and everyone acts like they're not. "What kids?"

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Ukraine
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Ukraine, where total fertility (a very low 1.1 in 2001), was one of the world's lowest,
shows that there is more than one pathway to lowest-low fertility. Although Ukraine has
undergone immense political and economic transformations during 1991–2004,* it has
maintained a young age at first birth and nearly universal childbearing*. Analysis of
official national statistics and the Ukrainian Reproductive Health Survey show
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The women remained traditional and gave birth very young. That should raise the population,
yet somehow Ukraine crashed like a rock anyway.

They've KNOWN something is deeply wrong in Ukraine. Young, traditional mothers should be
causing the population to soar, but somehow it never happens.

https://eclj.org/the-case-of-the-missing-children-lost-babies-and-corpses-without-organs-fuel-
allegations-of-trafficking-in-body-parts-in-ukraine

 

Fetal tissue is huge in the beauty market from placenta masks to lotions and creams. It's
supposed to only be form animal fetal tissue, but when there is that big of a market demand
there is always a way to get it.

https://nbscience.com/what-is-fetal-stem-cells-products/

that fertility declined to very low levels without a transition to a later pattern of
childbearing. Findings from focus group interviews suggest explanations of the early
fertility pattern. These findings include the persistence of traditional norms for
childbearing and the roles of men and women, concerns about medical complications
and infertility at a later age, and the link between early fertility and early marriage

Posing as buyers, Dr. Lazariev's team asked whether the clinics could supply them
with living brain cells from fetuses 15 to 27 weeks old. Suppliers were easy to find, he
said; one clinic even gave him an invoice for the product, signed and stamped, offering
an undefined quantity of the brain material for 7,750 hryvnya (about $1,800).

Such tissue commands high prices because it is used for stem-cell injections by
cosmetic clinics, activists say. Some women believe that the injections can rejuvenate
their faces; men have extracts from fetal testicles injected into their genitals, hoping to
improve their prowess.

Almost all the “fetal stem cells ” cosmetics that an ordinary woman can buy in a store
are of animal origin. Labeling can be such: extracts Ovar, Placenta, Cutis, Hepar,
Amnion, Liquor amnii (amniotic fluid), placental proteins, fetal skin proteins, etc.
Products of human origin are labeled Human or Fetal. It is important to understand that
manufacturers often do not indicate that in addition to products of animal origin (whose
use may also be controversial from the ethical point of view), human embryos may
also be included in the composition (such cosmetics costs an order of magnitude more
expensive). Basically, these are cosmetic lines of Swiss, French, German and Russian
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That is why the shills try to mislead people on the "blood-drinking" stuff. They don't want you
looking at the beauty industry where the demand for human fetal tissue is massive.

manufacturers. These are cleansing lotions, and “antipruritic” creams, eye creams,
anti-cellulite creams and even tooth cream pastes.


